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THE PROBLEMS WITH PORNOGRAPHY REGULATION:
LESSONS FROM HISTORY

Thomas C. Arthur∗

ABSTRACT

A growing new anti-pornography movement has arisen in reaction to the
ready availability of pornography on the Internet. It includes both traditional
social conservatives, who still complain that pornography damages the moral
tone of society, corrupts immature minds, and could lead to sexual assault and
other violence against women, and feminists who still complain that some
pornography furthers the subordination of women. Both groups may be joining
forces behind a new public health approach that focuses on new alleged harms
cased by Internet pornography. Critics claim that online pornography
negatively affects sexual relationships between real couples and in some cases
causes psychological harms, perhaps even addiction. These are serious claims
that, while contested, deserve to be taken seriously. Just as some who drink or
gamble come to have a serious problem and need help, the same may be true for
some viewers of pornography on the Internet. Just as with alcohol and gambling,
we may need to educate potential users about online pornography’s possible
harms and provide help for those having difficulty with its use.

But many, if not most, of those in the anti-pornography movement also urge
stricter legal prohibitions on “obscene” materials, even when viewed in private
homes, and greater enforcement of existing laws, or both. This Article draws
three lessons from history that demonstrate that these proposals are unsound
and should not be adopted. First, “obscene” pornography is difficult, if not
impossible, to define satisfactorily under basic First Amendment principles. At
most, it can be imprecisely limited to the ill-defined concept of “hard core”
pornography, which might reach some of the online material criticized, but
certainly not all of it. In particular, the current definition does not come close to
reaching the materials that allegedly corrupt the moral tone of society, the
health of relationships and family life, and the status of women. Second, the
history of Prohibition demonstrates the almost intractable difficulties of using
legal coercion to deprive large segments of society of goods that they desire on
moral grounds that they do not share. Censorship is another form of prohibition,
which also has proved difficult to enforce even in authoritarian countries.
Censorship of the Internet is especially difficult in free countries, although
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modern technologies are increasingly enabling authoritarian countries to control what their citizens view online. Third, any broader definition of obscenity would be inconsistent with basic First Amendment principles and could not be limited to sexually explicit materials in any principled way. It could easily pave the way for a radical curtailment of free expression across the board. What is more, enforcing such a sweeping suppression on what even adults may watch in the privacy of their homes would be impossible if we are to remain a free country.

The thesis of this Article is simple. Even if Internet pornography has all the ill effects that its critics assert, the appropriate remedy in this liberal democracy cannot be censorship. The remedy for this speech is more speech, not legal repression.
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INTRODUCTION

“A page of history is worth a volume of logic.”

—Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.1

There is a growing anti-pornography movement, inspired by the ready availability of pornography on the Internet.2 The movement still includes critics who object to pornography on the traditional bases: that it injures the moral tone of society, corrupts immature minds, and leads to rape and other sexual crimes.3 It also includes the newer arguments of feminists that pornography furthers the subordination of women.4 Now both groups seem to be coalescing behind a new approach, illustrated in the 2016 Concurrent Resolution passed by both the legislature and Governor of Utah, which asserts that “pornography is a public health hazard leading to a broad spectrum of individual and public health impacts and societal harms.”5 Among these harms are the old claims that pornography corrupts public morals and young minds and leads to violence and discrimination against women.

This is not just old wine in new bottles with new labels, however. The Resolution also includes the new claims related to the widespread availability of Internet pornography, even to children.6 Critics point to statistics showing that pornography sites are among the most visited online;7 that most men visit them

2 For a brief but thorough introduction to the anti-pornography activists and their arguments, see infra notes 7–17. Professor Gerard Bradley also provides a longer, scholarly presentation of the current arguments, citing the growing literature on Internet pornography; Professor Bradley is also part of the new anti-pornography movement, but rigorously adheres to scholarly standards. See Gerard V. Bradley, Prolegomenon on Pornography, 41 HARV. J.L. & PUB’L POL’Y 447, 447–56, 484–96 (2018).
3 Concurrent Resolution on the Public Health Crisis, S.C.R. 9, 2016 Gen. Sess. (Utah 2016) (stating that “pornography equates violence towards women and children with sex and pain with pleasure, which increases the demand for sex trafficking, prostitution, child sexual abuse images, and child pornography” and that “potential detrimental effects on pornography’s users can impact brain development and functioning, contribute to emotional and medical illnesses, shape deviant sexual arousal, and lead to difficulty in forming or maintaining intimate relationships, as well as problematic or harmful sexual behaviors and addiction”).
4 Id. (stating that “because pornography treats women as objects and commodities for the viewer’s use, it teaches girls they are to be used and teaches boys to be users” and that “pornography treats women and children as objects and often depicts rape and abuse as if they are harmless”).
5 Id.
6 Id.
7 The National Center on Sexual Exploitation, an organization dedicated to studying the “social toxin” of pornography, released a white paper in 2017 outlining their statistical and sociological arguments against pornography. NAT’L CTR. ON SEXUAL EXPLOITATION, PORNOGRAPHY & PUBLIC HEALTH: RESEARCH SUMMARY 1 (2017), http://endsexualexploitation.org/wp-content/uploads/NCOSE_Pornography-PublicHealth_ResearchSummary_8-2_17_FINAL-with-logo.pdf (“A popular tube site reports that in 2016, people watched 4.6 billion hours of pornography on its site alone; 61% of visits occurred via smartphone. Eleven pornography sites are among the world’s top 300 most popular Internet sites. The most popular such site, at number 18,
at least on occasion (and some far more than that); and that these sites are available even to prepubescent children and have become de facto sex education for many. At the same time, much Internet pornography now features far more than ordinary sex acts, and especially portrays women in demeaning and even violent sex. Critics claim that the ubiquity of Internet pornography has “pornified” our culture and “hijacked our sexuality,” in the words of Professor Gail Dines, a leading feminist critic and proponent of the new public health arguments. She and others point to research suggesting that pornography is negatively affecting sexual relationships, as viewers expect sex partners to submit to degrading and even violent sex acts they have viewed. In other cases, men have not been able to enjoy healthy sexual relations with women, as real sex partners cannot compete with those online. Other men have substituted watching pornography for sex with real women altogether. Women report having less sex, and less satisfying sex, with their partners. It gets worse. Critics cite psychological harms from watching too much pornography. Some outliers the likes of eBay, MSN, and Netflix.

8. Nat’l Ctr. on Sexual Exploitation, supra note 7 (“A nationally representative survey found that 64% of young people, ages 13–24, actively seek out pornography weekly or more often. A popular tube site reports that in 2016, people watched 4.6 billion hours of pornography on its site alone.”).

9. Id. (“A study of university students found that 93% of boys and 62% of girls had seen Internet pornography during adolescence. . . . Another sample has shown that among college males, nearly 49% first encountered pornography before age 13.”); see also Utah S.C.R. 9 (stating that “exposure to pornography often serves as children’s and youths’ sex education and shapes their sexual templates”).

10. Id. at 4 (arguing that “the distribution and availability of pornography has become increasingly normalized. Pornography exposure among college males is now almost universal. Boys and men are consuming hardcore pornography, which may include depictions of sex with persons who look like children or teens, scenarios portraying incest, and other paraphilic interests such as sex with animals (i.e. zoophilia), excretory activities (i.e. coprophilia/urophilia), and violence against women, including rape . . . and torture”).


12. See, e.g., Nat’l Ctr. on Sexual Exploitation, supra note 7, at 4 (“Analysis of the 50 most popular pornographic videos (those bought and rented most often) found that 88% of scenes contained physical violence, and 49% contained verbal aggression. Eighty-seven percent of aggressive acts were perpetrated against women, and 95% of their responses were either neutral or expressions of pleasure.”).

13. See, e.g., id.

14. Id. at 24 (“In a study of 15,246 Americans, a symmetrical relationship was revealed between men and women as a result of viewing pornography. . . . [M]en reported being more critical of their partners’ bodies and less interest in actual sex. The findings also suggest that males are more likely to use Internet pornography as a solitary, autoerotic activity.”).

15. See id. at 22 (discussing a “cross-sectional study of 405 sexually active men and women who had viewed pornography, frequency of pornography consumption was directly related to a relative preference for pornographic rather than partnered sexual excitement. This preference, as well as devaluing sexual communication, was associated with less sexual satisfaction for both men and women”).

16. See id.
claim that watching pornography actually physically alters the brain and can even lead to an addiction to pornography.\textsuperscript{17}

As a discerning journalist wrote at the time of the Utah Resolution, the new public health claims are a shrewd way for anti-pornography advocates “to modernize their arguments” and emphasize the ubiquity of pornography on the Internet “to tie it to headlines of sex gone wrong.”\textsuperscript{18} According to anti-pornography activists: “[t]een sexting. Tales of porn addiction. Campus sex assaults. Divorce. Hypersexualized teens. Barely clothed pop stars. Sexual violence. All these problems can be tied back [to] ‘young men [who] have been getting a regular diet of rampant pornography since their adolescence.’”\textsuperscript{19}

The new public health crisis approach thus provides an umbrella under which both the feminist and conservative sides of the current cultural divide can find common ground on pornography. Cultural conservatives still argue that pornography must be curbed on moral grounds, but also endorse the new public health arguments and find common ground with the feminist argument that pornography portrays women as sex objects to be dominated.\textsuperscript{20} Feminists like Professor Dines combine the new public health claims with the feminist arguments pioneered by Andrea Dworkin and Professor Catharine MacKinnon, implemented in their famous Indianapolis ordinance.\textsuperscript{21}

These claims are disputed, of course. Some social scientists claim that pornography actually reduces sexual violence, as it provides a release for harmful impulses.\textsuperscript{22} Others point out that critics miss the entire point of

\textsuperscript{17} Id. at 18–20 ("A 2014 study of the brain scans of 64 pornography users found that increased pornography use . . . is linked to decreased brain matter in the areas of the brain associated with motivation and decision-making, and contributed to impaired impulse control and desensitization to sexual reward. . . . Longitudinal research has found that among Internet activities, searching for pornography has the most addictive potential and should be regarded as the most important risk factor for the development of Compulsive Internet Use (also referred to as Internet addiction). ").


\textsuperscript{19} Id.

\textsuperscript{20} Matthew LaPlante, In Utah, the Fight Against Porn Is Increasingly Being Framed as a Public Health Crisis, WASH. POST (Feb. 17, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/in-utah-the-fight-against-porn-is-increasingly-being-framed-as-a-public-health-crisis/2018/02/17/87b761e-13ea-11e8-9065-e553466de8f1_story.html ("In this heavily religious state, the fight against porn is increasingly being framed not as a moral crusade but as a public health crisis. Although there is significant debate on whether that is actually true, Utahns have been a very receptive audience to the message. . . . ‘We do need to see this like avian flu, or cholera, or diphtheria, or polio,’ Elder Jeffrey Holland, a member of . . . the LDS church, told Utah Coalition Against Pornography conference attendees in 2016. ‘It needs to be eradicated.’").

\textsuperscript{21} Id.

\textsuperscript{22} Melinda Wenner Moyer, The Sunny Side of Smut, SCI. AM. (July 1, 2011), https://www.
pornography, which is ultimately “about fantasy, boundary crossing and exploration of all that lies outside of the charmed circle of good old-fashioned vanilla, heterosexual sex,” according to Professor Mireille Miller-Young. She also challenges the methodology of the studies behind the claims relied on by Professor Dines and other critics, asserting that “they make problematic assumptions about what constitutes violence, agency and consensual pleasure in pornography” and “often obscure proper methodologies for selecting an accurate sampling across the myriad porn sub-genres and modes of production.”

This is a serious policy debate, which deserves to be taken seriously. Its resolution, however, is beyond the scope of this Article. This Article is about the proposed remedies of this new movement’s proponents. Specifically, it is concerned with the problems posed by proposed new prohibitions on the availability of pornography, and in particular pornography on the Internet.

These new anti-pornography advocates urge a variety of remedies. An obvious one is further research and study on the use and effects of Internet pornography and the policy issues it raises. Some remedies are educational: proper sex education, which is sadly lacking in many school systems and homes; information about possible harmful effects of Internet pornography on healthy relationships between men and women; and on the possibility of psychological harms from, and even addiction to, pornography on the Internet.
Others would add programs to wean users away from compulsive viewing of Internet pornography, along the lines of programs aimed at alcohol, drug, and gambling addictions.29 These and other noncoercive remedies do not pose the problems discussed below.

Some—probably most—of the anti-pornography critics would also like new legal restrictions, even extending to what adults can view in their own homes.30 These calls for a new form of prohibition pose problems of compliance and enforcement in a free society, just as the original Prohibition of alcoholic beverages did,31 and similar ones on gambling, gay and lesbian sex, narcotics, and marijuana have done.32 Prohibitions of expression, however, pose new and unique problems of enforcement, especially on the Internet. Worse, they pose severe legal difficulties under the First Amendment and the Supreme Court’s current doctrines of just what and how “obscene materials” may be forbidden or otherwise regulated.33

This Article details three lessons from history that inform the current debates over pornography. First, “obscene” pornography is difficult, if not possible, to define satisfactorily under basic First Amendment principles. At most, it can be imprecisely limited to the ill-defined concept of “hard core” pornography, which might reach some of the online material criticized, but certainly not all of it. In particular, the current definition does not come close to reaching the materials that allegedly corrupt the moral tone of society, the health of relationships and family life, and the status of women. Second, the history of Prohibition demonstrates the almost intractable difficulties of using legal coercion to deprive large segments of society of goods that they desire on moral grounds that they do not share. Censorship is another form of prohibition. It also has been difficult

---


30 The Utah Resolution, S.C.R. 9, is typical. It “recognize[s] the need for education, prevention, research, and policy change at the community and societal level . . . to address the pornography epidemic that is harming the people of our state and nation.” Concurrent Resolution on the Public Health Crisis, S.C.R. 9, 2016 Gen. Sess. (Utah 2016) (emphasis added). Professor Bradley urges the formation of a blue-ribbon commission, patterned on the Meese Commission of 1986 (formally known as the Attorney General’s Commission on Pornography), to study the issue for a variety of purposes, but especially to recommend “what public authorities should do about those injustices and about public morality as it pertains to pornography.” Bradley, supra note 2, at 457–58, 478; see also David L. Tubbs & Jacqueline S. Smith, Pornography, the Rule of Law, and Constitutional Mythology, 41 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 499, 506–07 (2018).

31 See infra Part II.


33 See infra Section I.B.
to enforce. Censorship of Internet pornography is especially difficult in a free country. Third, any broader definition would be inconsistent with basic First Amendment principles and could not be limited to sexually explicit materials in any principled way. It could easily pave the way for a radical curtailment of free expression. What is more, enforcing such a sweeping suppression on what even adults may watch in the privacy of their homes would be impossible if we are to remain a free country.

Part I will review the courts’ struggle to define “obscenity.” These efforts began long before the Supreme Court faced up to the problems that they posed to basic First Amendment doctrine. Once the Court did confront this dilemma, it struggled mightily to create the doctrines that have arisen since 1973. Part II will review the story of Prohibition, the paradigmatic attempt to curtail a practice against the will of large sections of the population. After discussing Prohibition’s long-term unintended consequences—in particular the rise of organized crime and organized federal law enforcement practices, often previously unthinkable, to combat it (e.g., wiretapping)—it will turn to the even more imposing task of regulating Internet content, using China’s current efforts at content control as an illustration. Part III will discuss the incompatibility of more extensive prohibitions on pornography with the basic principles underlying the First Amendment. It will conclude by showing that the combination of any such diminution of our basic free speech rights and Orwellian attempts to prohibit the viewing of Internet pornography, even in private homes, are incompatible with liberal democracy.

I. LESSON ONE: THE DEFINITION PROBLEM

A. The Nature of the Problem

Every legal regulation presents a line-drawing problem: the law must distinguish forbidden conduct from benign activities. Three important concerns inform this definitional problem. The first is the need to provide a workable legal standard to guide courts and regulators as they administer the law. The second is the need to provide sufficient guidance to enable voluntary compliance with the law and, more importantly in a liberal democracy, to provide fair notice to citizens of their legal obligations. The third is to ensure that the regulation does not forbid or chill socially useful, or at least unobjectionable, activities.

The third concern is especially important when expression is regulated. An overly broad regulation will prohibit protected expression; a vague one will chill
protected speech. The Supreme Court has often struck down enactments for overbreadth or vagueness.\(^{34}\)

As the following brief account will show, the courts originally did not worry about overbreadth and vagueness when enforcing state and federal prohibitions on “obscene,” “lewd,” and “indecent” materials. These courts apparently assumed that the First Amendment and similar provisions in state constitutions did not apply to this category of expression. As the courts began to be concerned with the anomaly of book-banning and -burning in a free country, they had great difficulty defining obscenity—that type of pornography judges considered to be so harmful and so lacking in redeeming social value that it could be banned without undue damage to a free society.\(^{35}\) The rest of this Part will summarize the courts’ struggles in defining obscenity and then explain why this task is so difficult.

**B. The Judicial Struggle to Define Obscenity**

The struggle to define obscenity predates the Court’s efforts under the First Amendment by almost a century. For decades, the leading definition of obscenity, implemented in both state and federal statutes, came from an 1868 English case, *Regina v. Hicklin*, and covered materials with a “tendency . . . to deprave and corrupt those whose minds are open to such immoral influences.”\(^{36}\) Scholars have routinely noted that this definition allowed the banning of even serious literary works based upon isolated passages that judges believed might corrupt the morals of susceptible persons.\(^{37}\) Less noted is the fact that the *Hicklin* definition was not limited in so many words to sexual morality, nor did it describe the specific elements of obscene material that in fact would tend to “deprave and corrupt.” In fact, it failed to specify just what depravity and corruption in the sexual realm was, although it surely was at least the Victorian view that sex should be limited to marital relations only and not discussed in public.\(^{38}\) Only slightly more specificity came in the form of state and federal

\(^{34}\) See, e.g., Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844, 874 (1997) (provisions of Communications Decency Act invalid for vagueness and overbreadth); Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 448 (1969) (Ohio Criminal Syndicalism Act held invalid because it “sweeps within its condemnation speech which our Constitution has immunized from governmental control”).

\(^{35}\) See generally Leo M. Alpert, *Judicial Censorship of Obscene Literature*, 52 Harv. L. Rev. 40 (1938) (discussing the historical development of judicial approaches to obscenity).


\(^{38}\) See, e.g., Lata Marina Varghese & Algy Idiculla, *Immoral Ethics Redefined: Tess of D’Urbervilles and
statutes aimed at obscene materials. The federal Comstock Act of 1873, for example, banned from the mails any “obscene, lewd, or lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, paper, print or other publication of an indecent character,”39 and also anything intended to prevent conception or induce abortion. State laws used similar language.40

Under these statutes, courts famously banned as obscene such literary classics as An American Tragedy41 and Ulysses.42 Federal and state officials seized copies of books deemed obscene, and burned them.43 Authors and publishers routinely self-censored their works to avoid censorship. Ernest Hemingway complained that in writing dialogue for A Farewell to Arms, his classic novel of World War I, he was unable to use the actual words that soldiers used in real life.44 Norman Mailer had to invent a new f-word (“fug”) for his critically acclaimed World War II novel, The Naked and the Dead.45

At the same time, many older works that were far more salacious were still sold, read, and viewed without interference from the authorities. A modern version of Canterbury Tales—at least The Miller’s Tale—or The Decameron would surely have been suppressed.46 But as Judge Augustus Hand explained in upholding the Post Office’s ban of a literary magazine, these “classics” had “the sanction of age and fame and usually appeal[ed] to a comparatively limited number of readers.”47 In other words, the readers of classics were few and, in any event, were not susceptible to corrupting and depraving influences.

The French Lieutenant’s Woman, 2 INT’L J. ON STUD. ENG. LANGUAGE & LITERATURE 49, 49 (“In a period obsessed with the idealization of female virginity, the consequences of sexual experience outside wedlock often resulted in ruin.”); id. at 52 (“It is a well known fact that that the Victorian era was silent on sexual matters.”).

40 Alpert, supra note 35, at 56 & n.45, 64.
42 See generally KEVIN BIRMINGHAM, THE MOST DANGEROUS BOOK: THE BATTLE FOR JAMES JOYCE’S ULYSSES (2014) (describing both the judicial and political attempts to suppress the circulation of Ulysses).
43 See, e.g., A Quantity of Copies of Books v. Kansas, 378 U.S. 205, 210 (1964) (considering the constitutionality of procedures used to implement a Kansas statute authorizing the seizure and burning of books deemed to be obscene).
47 BIRMINGHAM, supra note 42, at 116 (quoting Anderson v. Patten, 247 F. 382, 384 (S.D.N.Y. 1917)).
The Supreme Court did not begin to develop First Amendment doctrine until 1919, when it decided the famous *Schenck*\(^{48}\) and *Abrams*\(^{49}\) cases, and did not uphold a First Amendment claim until 1931.\(^{50}\) By mid-century, however, the Court had created a substantial body of expression-protecting doctrine, featuring the “clear and present danger” test.\(^{51}\) In the meantime, Judge John Woolsey employed a new test of obscenity that required the work to be viewed as whole.\(^{52}\) Applying this test, he held that *Ulysses* could be imported and sold in the United States.\(^{53}\) Other courts, however, continued routinely to suppress books of literary merit, most famously a novel by the country’s leading literary critic, Edmund Wilson.\(^{54}\) The New York Court of Appeals decided Wilson’s case without even issuing an opinion.\(^{55}\) The obvious disparity between the Court’s new freedom of expression jurisprudence and the banning of books was apparently too much for some of the Justices. The basic principle of legality, after all, is that like cases be treated alike. So the Court took Wilson’s case to determine for the first time whether and how the First Amendment applied to obscenity cases. Unfortunately, Justice Frankfurter had to recuse himself,\(^{56}\) the remaining Justices split 4–4, and the Court affirmed without opinion.\(^{57}\)

The Supreme Court finally considered obscenity under the First Amendment in 1957, when it decided *Butler v. Michigan*\(^{58}\) and *Roth v. United States*.\(^{59}\) *Butler* struck down a statute that made it criminal to distribute to the general public

---

48 Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919) (holding that anti-war activist efforts to advocate for draft resistance were not protected by the First Amendment).
49 Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 618–19 (1919) (briefly considering the constitutionality of amendments to the Espionage Act under the First Amendment, and subsequently dismissing that claim based on *Schenck*).
50 Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697, 722–23 (1931) (holding that a state statute prohibiting the publishing and circulating of obscene material violated the First Amendment); Stromberg v. California, 283 U.S. 359, 369–70 (1931) (finding a state statute preventing the flying of red flags to be unconstitutional under the First Amendment).
52 United States v. One Book Called “Ulysses”, 5 F. Supp. 182, 185 (S.D.N.Y. 1933) (ultimately finding that “reading *Ulysses* in its entirety, as a book must be read on such a test as this, did not tend to excite sexual impulses or lustful thoughts, but that its net effect on them was only that of a somewhat tragic and very powerful commentary on the inner lives of men and women”).
53 *One Book Called “Ulysses”*, 5 F. Supp. at 184.
55 Id.
58 352 U.S. 380, 384 (1957) (rejecting a Michigan statute outlawing obscenity as overly broad and thus in violation of the Constitution).
59 354 U.S. 476, 479 (1957) (considering the constitutionality of criminal obscenity statutes).
“materials tending to incite minors to violent or depraved or immoral acts, manifestly tending to the corruption of the morals of youth . . . .” For a unanimous Court, Justice Frankfurter objected that the statute “reduce[d] the adult population to reading only what is fit for children. It thereby arbitrarily curtails one of those liberties of the individual . . . that history has attested as the indispensable conditions for the maintenance and progress of a free society.”

Butler presaged the end of Hicklin’s use of the most susceptible members of the community as the test audience. It also highlighted the tension between regulation to “protect” individual morals and the freedom of thought necessary for a liberal society.

The Court faced this tension again in Roth. The case presented a dilemma. On the one hand, obscenity statutes were popular and vigorously enforced. Striking them down in one clean stroke was too much for the beleaguered Warren Court to do just three years after deciding Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka. On the other hand, the Court could no longer ignore the incompatibility of then-current censorship with the First Amendment. For as Justice Brennan’s opinion conceded, all “ideas having even the slightest redeeming social importance—unorthodox ideas, controversial ideas, even ideas hateful to the prevailing climate of opinion—have the full protection of the guarantees [of the First Amendment] unless excludable because they encroach upon the limited area of more important interests.” This included ideas about “sex, a great and mysterious . . . force . . . of absorbing interest to mankind through the ages; it is one of the vital problems of human interest and public concern.” The logical question, of course, was what harms from allegedly obscene works would justify their suppression? No consensus was available in 1957, just as none exists today upon this hard, contested question.

As Harry Kalven argued in his classic article The Metaphysics of Obscenity, there were at least four possible harms: “(1) the incitement to antisocial sexual conduct; (2) psychological excitement resulting from sexual imagery, (3) the arousing of feelings of disgust and revulsion; and (4) the

60 Butler, 352 U.S. at 381.
61 Id. at 383–84.
62 Roth, 354 U.S. at 476.
64 Roth, 354 U.S. at 484.
65 Id. at 487.
66 Kalven, Jr., supra note 56, at 1.
advocacy of improper sexual values.” As he noted, all are problematic. Then, as now, the evidence that pornography leads to antisocial conduct is mixed. The arousal of sexual thoughts short of action seems trivial, at least in our age, and in any event, in a liberal society one’s thoughts, sexual or otherwise, would hardly seem to be the state’s business. Likewise, feelings of disgust are a thin basis for regulation. In a pluralistic society, something disgusts almost everyone, and disgust is not limited to sexual matters. Advocacy of “improper” sexual values should be no more acceptable as a ground for censorship than the advocacy of any other views. After all, the Court has held that only exigent conditions justify the proscription of the advocacy of violence or law violation, including advocacy of the violent overthrow of the government itself.

Justice Brennan avoided the harms question by resorting to a strange mixture of originalism and functionalism. The bulk of his argument was originalist. Obscenity was, like fighting words and libel, one of the “well-defined and narrowly limited categories of speech, the prevention . . . of which has never been thought to raise any constitutional problem.” In support of this historical assertion, Brennan cited numerous state and federal statutes and judicial decisions applying them. Like “fighting words,” obscene works were “no essential part of any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight social value as a step toward truth that any benefit . . . from them is clearly outweighed by the social interest in order and morality.” Indeed, “implicit in the history of the First Amendment is the rejection of obscenity as utterly without redeeming social importance.”

This last statement, of course, was nonsense. The statutes and decisions cited by Justice Brennan to support his historical argument had not been limited to works of no redeeming social importance. Clearly, the Roth definition of obscenity would have to be something far more limited than those the courts had been using.

---

67 Id. at 3–4. In a footnote, Professor Kalven also suggested the possibility of a fifth harm from the impact over time of obscenity on character and ultimately on conduct. Id. at 4 n.19.
68 Id. at 4.
69 Id.
70 Id.
71 Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 447 (1969) (advocacy of violence or law violation protected except where “directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action”).
73 Id. at 491–94.
74 Id. at 485.
75 Id. at 484 (emphasis added).
The Court struggled with the definitional problem for the next sixteen years before announcing the current definition in *Miller v. California*.76 In *Roth*, Brennan asserted that contemporary courts had replaced the *Hicklin* definition with a new formulation: “whether to the average person, applying contemporary community standards, the dominant theme of the material taken as a whole appeals to prurient interest.”77 As *Butler* had portended, the target audience for determining obscenity would not be children or other “susceptible” groups.78 Nor would isolated portions of a work any longer render it obscene. The term “contemporary community standards” made room for evolving sexual attitudes.79 This much was clear.

Many things, however, remained unclear. Three were particularly important. First, just what did it mean for material to appeal to the prurient interest? The term did not have an established legal meaning. The Court borrowed the concept from a tentative draft of the Model Penal Code.80 The American Law Institute (ALI) had adopted the language in its model statute to get away from the prevailing overbroad tests for obscenity. It specifically rejected the test of “tendency to arouse lustful thoughts or desires” as unsuitably broad for a modern society that even in the 1950s “plainly tolerate[d] a great deal of erotic interest in literature, in advertising and art.”81 The ALI rejected the test of “tendency to corrupt or deprave” for lack of evidence that obscenity led to misconduct.82 Instead, it defined prurient interest as a “shameful or morbid interest in nudity, sex, or excretion,”83 and as “an exacerbated, morbid, or perverted interest growing out of a conflict between the universal sex drive of the individual and universal social controls of sexual activity.”84 In other words, prurient interest is what society thinks it is.

Justice Brennan made things even worse by not accepting the ALI’s attempted narrow definition. Instead, he claimed that the term meant “a tendency
to excite lustful thoughts,” the meaning that, as Justice Harlan’s dissenting opinion noted, the ALI had expressly rejected.

In any event, prurient interest proved impossible to define meaningfully. It is easy to see why. The Court has defined prurient interest as a “shameful or morbid interest in sex,” as opposed to a “good, old fashioned, healthy interest in sex.” This is an impossible line to draw. How different is Brennan’s “tendency to excite lustful thoughts” from a teenager’s “good, old fashioned, healthy interest in sex”? Or from a married couple’s desire for each other after a long absence? Should we interview spouses and significant others who have been deployed abroad by the military to find out?

Second, which community’s contemporary standards govern? Would each locality be able to have its own standards, so that residents of more tolerant communities would have access to materials denied to the residents of other localities? Third, was the question of obscenity a routine question of fact to be determined by a judge or jury, reviewed only for substantial evidence? The answers to these questions were interdependent. If the Court was to be the ultimate decision maker in each case, it would have to employ a national standard and stand ready to review each case to ensure that local prosecutors, judges, and juries were properly applying it.

Justice Brennan addressed these questions in *Jacobellis v. Ohio*, seven years after *Roth*. He argued forcefully that only a unitary, national standard was acceptable for determining the scope of protected expression. He also asserted that “the question whether a particular work is obscene necessarily implicates an issue of constitutional law . . . [which] must ultimately be decided by this Court.” Brennan also attempted to flesh out the definition of obscenity by stressing two points. He emphasized that obscenity was unprotected because it was “utterly without redeeming social importance.” Courts may not weigh a work’s prurient appeal against its social importance. This, of course, would
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make the utter lack of social importance an independent element of the definition of obscenity. Brennan’s second point suggested yet a third element. Roth required in the first instance a finding that the material “goes substantially beyond customary limits of candor in description or representation” of sex.93 In other words, it was offensively explicit.

Unfortunately, there was no opinion of the Court in Jacobellis.94 Justice Brennan’s opinion merely announced the result, that the film at issue was not obscene.95 Only Justice Goldberg joined his opinion; four other Justices concurred—most famously Justice Stewart, who summed up the definition problem.96 Only “hard-core pornography” was constitutionally obscene.97 He was not sure he could define it further, but he said, “I know it when I see it and the motion picture in this case is not that.”98

Justice Brennan tried again in the notorious Fanny Hill case,99 which held that a famous eighteenth-century pornographic work was not legally obscene, despite the fact that it contained nothing but sex scenes, as vividly described in Justice Clark’s dissent.100 Writing for himself and two others, Brennan laid out a three-part test: (1) dominant appeal to the prurient interest, (2) patent offensiveness of explicitly sexual material, and (3) utter lack of redeeming social value.101 Three other Justices concurred.102 Justices Black and Douglas maintained, as they had all along, that no work could be banned as obscene.103 Having read it, Justice Stewart did not consider Fanny Hill hard-core pornography.104
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Fanny Hill was one of three 1966 cases that together generated fourteen separate opinions by the Justices. None commanded a majority of the Court. In the next Term, the Court conceded its inability to coalesce around a common definition. In Redrup v. New York, the Court’s per curiam opinion stated that it had limited review to “certain particularized questions,” assuming that the materials in the case all were obscene under Fanny Hill. This assumption had proved unwarranted, and the Court was now required to consider whether the materials were in fact obscene even though there was no majority for any test. Two of the Justices believed that states could not regulate obscenity at all. Another believed that state power was “narrowly limited to a distinct and clearly identifiable class of material.” Finally, yet another Justice did not consider the social value part of the Fanny Hill test to be an independent factor. All the Justices could agree on was that whatever the test, the materials were not obscene.

After Redrup, the Court continued issuing per curiam opinions indicating that at least five Justices, using their individual tests, did not find the particular materials obscene. The Justices would screen offending films at the Court. Justice Marshall would sit by Justice Harlan, who by this time was almost completely blind, and describe what was taking place on the screen. Justices Black and Douglas did not attend these sessions, in keeping with their view that the First Amendment protected even hard-core pornography. Despite the apparent consensus of the other seven that at least hard-core pornography was legally obscene, the Justices did not in fact know it when they saw it. Their clerks instead learned each Justice’s individual test.

By 1973, a majority of the Court was ready for a new approach, one that did not require the court to continue watching blue movies. In Miller v. California, five Justices opted for a revised definition and a new approach to obscenity, which would no longer require the Court to consider particular cases. Specifically, Chief Justice Burger’s opinion for five Justices did three important
things. First, it modified the “utterly without redeeming social value” element to ensure that, for example, a pornographic work could not be insulated by the insertion of a few pages discussing Aristotle’s *Politics.* Under the new formulation, the “work, taken as a whole,” must lack “serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.”

Second, Burger rephrased the patently offensive element to permit states to forbid the depiction or description “in a patently offensive way [of] sexual conduct” only if “specifically defined by the applicable state law.” He provided two examples of patently offensive acts the state could specify: (1) “ultimate sexual acts, normal or perverted, actual or simulated” and (2) “masturbation, excretory functions, and lewd exhibition of the genitals.”

Third, the prurient interest and patently offensive elements were no longer to be determined by national standards with Supreme Court review. Instead, local fact finders would decide with appellate review in the lower courts.

Four Justices dissented. Douglas continued to adhere to his longstanding view that obscenity regulation was always unconstitutional. Significantly, Brennan’s opinion for himself, Stewart, and Marshall came very close to the Douglas view. Brennan now conceded that the definition problem had no solution that would “bring stability to this area of the law without jeopardizing fundamental First Amendment values.” The Court’s “experience since Roth” had forced him to conclude that obscenity “cannot be defined with sufficient specificity and clarity,” to provide fair notice to producers and distributors of sexually explicit materials, to prevent the erosion of protected speech, and to avoid “very costly” institutional harms, no doubt referring to the Court’s case by case involvement in obscenity regulation. Accordingly, Brennan would now hold, in the absence of distribution to minors or obtrusive exposure to unconsenting adults, the First Amendment does not permit states wholly to
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suppress allegedly obscene materials, although he would permit regulations on the manner of their distribution to protect minors and unwilling adults.126

Miller remains the law more than forty-five years later, and the Court has shown no desire to revisit the subject. However, this does not mean that Justice Brennan’s fears about fair notice were wholly unwarranted. What is legally obscene now varies by locality. Pornography distributors that sell throughout the country, by mail or via the Internet, may be prosecuted under the community standards of any place to which they sell,127 and thus need to know what these standards are. Many have tables mapping ZIP codes to a code indicating the severity of the standards there.128 Professor Eugene Volokh included in earlier editions of his casebook a “community standards map” using one distributor’s table.129 That distributor had categorized locales based on the number of prosecutions there.130 As Volokh admits, this is less than precise, but it is what the distributor relies on to avoid prosecution, and is “thus our best guess about the actual effects of the law.”131

Volokh’s contact at the distributor told him that it would ship virtually anything to a “lenient” location, with the possible exception of material depicting bestiality or male homosexual penetration.132 To “strict” locales it would ship almost nothing showing any form of penetration, though it would send nude pictures—and as for “intermediate” places, Volokh’s contact told him that “it all depends on how paranoid we’re feeling that day.”133

On the other hand, Brennan’s fears for “fundamental First Amendment values” may have been unwarranted. Miller’s lack of social value and patent offensiveness elements, along with the results in the Court’s pre-Miller cases (e.g., Fanny Hill), have protected all but arguably hard-core pornography from prosecution. Indeed, the current complaints about obscenity regulation come

126 Brennan’s dissent proved to be very influential. His view that the only acceptable limitations on pornography were those to protect children from accessing it and unwilling adults from exposure to it or its “secondary effects” on neighborhoods (e.g., zoning regulations on adult bookstores) guided the Court’s subsequent cases, according to two of the new anti-pornography advocates. Tubbs & Smith, supra note 30, at 522–23.
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C. Why Defining Obscenity Is So Hard

There are at least three reasons why the definition problem is so intractable. The first we have already encountered. Overbreadth and vagueness may be acceptable costs for many types of regulation, even though they prohibit or chill some legitimate activity. Where the legitimate activity affected is protected expression, however, this poses a danger to fundamental First Amendment values, as Brennan argued in Miller. To avoid this danger, most of the Justices have favored defining obscenity narrowly to cover only “hard-core” pornography. To many, however, including some on the Court, the resulting definition was seriously underinclusive. In their view, it failed to achieve the legitimate goals of obscenity legislation. Justice Clark asserted this view in a vigorous dissent in Fanny Hill.135

The second reason flows from the fact that the terms “obscenity” and “pornography” do not mean the same things to different people. For many, “obscene” is simply a term for anything they view as excessive, as in “obscene profits.” As a legal term, its use in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was far broader than the term “pornography,” as we have seen. Now, it does not even cover all pornographic materials.

Even more uncertain is the meaning of “pornography” itself. Caroline West provides a helpful guide to various uses of the word in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. First, pornography could be any sexually explicit material. West adds that the concept of sexually explicit has meant different things in different cultures and at different times. “Displays of women’s uncovered ankles” are still sexually explicit in some cultures, though not in the West, at least not since Victorian times, when it “was regarded as quite risqué.” West adds that some things are widely regarded as sexually explicit today, including depictions and descriptions of sex acts, including oral sex, and exposed body parts, “especially the erect penis.” This definition, however,
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includes too much. No one would consider anatomy texts pornographic, and very few would so find classic sculptures (e.g., Michelangelo’s *David*). 140

West’s second definition is “sexually explicit material . . . primarily designed to produce sexual arousal in the viewer.” 141 This comes closer, as a descriptive matter, to the Court’s definitions, but is not quite the same. Her third definition adds to sexual arousal the qualifier “that is bad in a certain way.” 142 She notes that advocates of pornography restriction tend to use this harm-based definition, “although they disagree as to the relevant source of its badness, and consequently about what material is pornographic.” 143 She sees the definition of pornography in terms of “obscenity” as such a harm-based approach, noting that social conservatives, who object that “obscene” materials give offense to “reasonable” people, deprave and corrupt viewers, and erode family and religious values, favor it. 144

While these harms have clearly been the motivation behind traditional restrictions on pornographic materials, “the badness of pornography need not reside in obscenity.” 145 As Professor MacKinnon and other feminist scholars have urged, pornography is sexually explicit material that depicts women’s subordination in such a way as to endorse it. 146 Under this definition, some sexually explicit material may merely be harmless “erotica.” 147

West’s third definition leads us to the heart of the matter, and the third reason for the difficulty in defining obscenity. The definition of pornography necessarily varies with the evil to be cured. As Harry Kalven noted in his critique of *Roth*, however, the Court has avoided any serious discussion of the harms that justified regulating it. 148 The closest it has come is Chief Justice Burger’s statement in *Paris Adult Theater I v. Slaton*, 149 the companion case to *Miller*. There, Burger pointed to a variety of public “rights and interests,” including “quality of life and the total community environment, the tone of commerce in
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the great city centers, and, possibly, the public safety itself” in view of the “arguable correlation” between pornography and crime.150 There was also the “tone of the society, . . . the style and quality of life, now and in the future.”151 As discussed below in Part III, this vague statement echoes recent arguments from both social conservatives and feminist critics of pornography. The Miller court made no effort to tie its revised definition of legal obscenity to these interests, however, and anti-pornography advocates find the Miller definition inadequate to serve them. In retrospect, it is clear that Miller, while allowing more obscenity prosecutions than before, did not differ significantly from Roth and its progeny. Its second and third elements still limit obscenity to “hard-core” materials. “Hard-core” has vagueness problems of its own, as we have seen, but it clearly does not cover a great deal of sexually explicit material that many on both the left and the right would like to censor.

II. LESSON TWO: THE PROHIBITION PROBLEM

Censorship of pornography is, of course, a form of prohibition. Reform efforts in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries produced a variety of prohibition regimes in addition to the anti-obscenity efforts described above. The most famous is the national prohibition of alcoholic beverages from 1919 to 1933, commonly referred to simply as Prohibition.152 There have in fact been many more prohibitions, of course. State and federal laws have forbidden various forms of gambling, including lotteries, sports betting, poker games, and casinos.153 Other laws target prostitution, marijuana, and possession of narcotic drugs without a prescription. As our national experience with the prohibition of alcohol shows, these prohibitions usually present more problems than they solve.

A. Prohibition and Its Legacy

The first temperance movements in America arose before the Civil War and were very different from later efforts in two important ways. First, they emphasized moderation in drinking—what today would be called “drinking responsibly,” including the substitution of drinks with lesser alcoholic content for hard liquor—rather than total abstinence from all alcoholic beverages.154
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Second, they did not advocate legal constraints on alcohol consumption. They relied on persuasion rather than compulsion. By 1851, however, the movement switched to Prohibition as we now know it. That year, Maine passed the first statewide Prohibition law, with fines for sellers of liquor and jail terms for manufacturers. Maine’s law was promptly copied in other states, but the antebellum Prohibition did not last. By the end of the decade all the new laws, including Maine’s, had been repealed—victims of both intense opposition, especially by Irish immigrants, and the rise of the Republican Party, whose leaders quickly saw that Prohibition was a threat to party unity and the antislavery movement.

A new movement grew up after the war, arising from a loose combination of women’s groups, especially the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), formed in 1874; Protestant clergymen from all the major denominations except the Episcopalians and Lutherans; and civic and business leaders. What united these proponents was the late nineteenth century American concept of the home. According to historian Richard White, the concept of home linked the prevailing concepts of the proper relationship between manhood and womanhood. Hardworking, economically mobile men, like Abraham Lincoln, would obtain the wherewithal to support “a wife and mother who would reproduce and nurture future citizens.” Together they would nourish future citizens of a great middle class republic, where few were very rich and few very poor, at least for long.

The WCTU brought women into politics in order to protect the home. Women and their children bore the consequences of drunkenness and alcoholism, even though few of them drank. Drunken husbands “did beat their wives, abuse their children, and neglect their homes,” and wasted both their and their wives’ wages in saloons. Emma Willard, the longtime head of the WCTU, emphasized “Home Protection,” the title of her standard temperance lecture. Home protection became the basis of a host of other moral uplift
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efforts of the WCTU under Willard and her successors,\textsuperscript{162} including opposition to pornography.\textsuperscript{163}

Protestant clergymen organized the Anti-Saloon League (ASL), the prototype of modern single-issue pressure groups like NARAL and the NRA.\textsuperscript{164} They joined forces with the WCTU, along with Protestant laymen, including William Jennings Bryan\textsuperscript{165} and John D. Rockefeller, who donated millions to the cause.\textsuperscript{166} Business leaders, like Henry Ford, also joined in out of concerns about the effect of drinking on their workers’ productivity.\textsuperscript{167} With its single-issue focus, the ASL combined “five distinct, if occasionally overlapping components” into a de facto coalition.\textsuperscript{168} Southern racists cited the dangers of whiskey drinking black men who lacked the capacity to resist it.\textsuperscript{169} Progressives cited a variety of ills connected to saloons, and saw alcohol as a leading source of poverty.\textsuperscript{170} They especially loathed the corrupt political machines who operated in saloons.\textsuperscript{171} WCTU members sought to protect the home in a variety of ways, and sought the vote to further their ambitious programs.\textsuperscript{172} Populists, like their leader Bryan, were overwhelmingly Protestants from the countryside and small towns of the South and West.\textsuperscript{173} Nativists were the last of the group. Their main concern, of course, was the huge increase in immigration in the period before World War I.\textsuperscript{174}

This united front of white, Protestant, middle class reformers sought to and did impose their policies on a far less organized group of opponents: brewers and distillers; saloons and taverns; and, most significantly, their customers, particularly those who were not white or Protestant. The reformers particularly targeted the saloons where urban working class men met.\textsuperscript{175} These were vital social and political institutions in their communities.\textsuperscript{176} Urban machines often
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operated through these gathering spots. The newer, non-Protestant immigrant groups in America—the Irish, Italians, Polish, Jews, and others from Eastern and Southern Europe—had very different cultural views of drinking. Prohibitionists typically looked down on these newer arrivals and had no qualms in imposing their views on them. They in turn had few compunctions about continuing to consume their favorite beverages in spite of the new law.

The failure of Prohibition is an oft-told and familiar story. Millions of otherwise law-abiding citizens refused to obey the new laws. Many who had supported the Eighteenth Amendment to curb the real harms from excessive drinking assumed that the new laws would only ban liquor, and social drinkers could still have access to wine and beer. After all, the Amendment’s text only prohibited “intoxicating liquors.” But the Volstead Act, passed in 1919 over President Wilson’s veto, covered all alcoholic beverages. Others opposed prohibition altogether. Many continued to imbibe. Some did it by persuading doctors and druggists to abuse exceptions for “medicinal use” of alcohol. Other simply bought “moonshine” from local suppliers or frequented “speakeasies.” Frequenting speakeasies became glamourous, associated with urban sophistication. The characters in the novels and stories of the “second flowering” of American literature in the 1920s all drank illegally. “Bathtub gin” became as much a cultural artifact of the new era as the flappers who drank it. Worse, gangsters like Al Capone and Lucky Luciano become national celebrities. Capone portrayed himself as a businessman supplying his customers’ needs, which in a twisted way he was. Jay Gatsby, the most famous fictional character of the 1920s, made his fortune from the new criminal enterprises.
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This new black market was huge and very lucrative, but supplying it was challenging. Legal distillers and brewers ceased production. Illegal alcoholic beverages had to be produced elsewhere or imported from abroad. The new supplies had to be stored, transported, distributed, and retailed. All of this had to be under the noses of law enforcers or, more often, with their connivance. Organizing and coordinating these large-scale enterprises was beyond the capability of the existing criminal gangs. To meet the need the better led gangs banded together, and organized crime was born. National Prohibition ended in 1933 with the ratification of the Twenty-First Amendment, but organized crime did not. It moved on to supply the demand for gambling, prostitution, and drugs. Organized crime produced violence as crime families fought for market share in real wars rather than price wars; they also corrupted a multitude of public officials whom they bribed to stay out of the way.

Not surprisingly, this new wave of almost public lawlessness put tremendous pressure on law enforcement, at least those not complicit in it. Prohibition saw the beginning of an exponential increase in the budgets and personnel of law enforcement and in the number of Americans in state and federal prisons. The growth in the federal apparatus of law enforcement and incarceration was especially significant. Prior to Prohibition, the “federal government had been only a negligible player in the administration of criminal justice.” The number of federal prisoners in 1930 was four times higher than in 1915, and most of the new convicts were violators of the Volstead Act. The Justice Department’s new Prohibition Unit was the first significant federal police force, dwarfing the nascent Bureau of Investigation led by a young J. Edgar Hoover. By the end of Prohibition, the FBI, the Bureau of Prisons, and an expanded Border Patrol were the core of the modern federal criminal justice establishment.

With the new federal and state enforcement practices came novel developments in criminal law and procedure. Plea bargaining appeared in federal courts for the first time, and entrapment claims became a staple of defense lawyers in Prohibition cases, as did Fourth Amendment claims. The
Supreme Court minted the novel doctrine of dual sovereignty as an exception to the constitutional ban on double jeopardy so that bootleggers could be convicted and sentenced under both national and state prohibition laws. Wiretapping by federal agents, without warrants, was approved by the Supreme Court in *Olmstead v. United States* and remained legal until 1967, when the Court finally reversed it. Police searched for contraband in private homes, although these searches were mostly in poor and minority neighborhoods.

This transformation of criminal law and procedure did not cease with the end of Prohibition in 1933. The “War on Drugs” was inspired by the Prohibition movement and supported by much the same proponents. It has not been much more successful than the war on alcohol. Police have resorted to many practices that are an uneasy fit with a liberal society: sting operations, undercover agents, paid informers, aggressive searches of homes, businesses, and especially automobiles in the hunt for contraband. This pressure did not cease with the end of Prohibition in 1933. Legislators have imposed draconian penalties in their efforts to deter the illicit drug trade: mandatory sentences, asset foreclosures, and the like. Incarceration rates in the United States are now among the highest the in world.

With all these efforts, in both Prohibition and the War on Drugs, the results have been disappointing. An unforeseen consequence of Prohibition was the switch to liquor by wine and beer drinkers, as bootleggers found liquor, with its higher alcohol content, easier to distribute clandestinely. Women, in particular, became consumers of hard liquor and frequenters of speakeasies. The same is true of the unending War on Drugs. Despite the efforts of federal, state, and local authorities, the consumption of illegal drugs continues unabated.
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B. Prohibition of Pornography, Traditionally and on the Internet

The history of pornography prohibition before the Supreme Court decisions described above is similar to that of these other prohibitions. Just as Prohibition restricted social drinking of even wine and beer, enforcers of federal and state obscenity laws kept serious readers from reading even literary masterpieces. Not surprisingly, readers continued to read banned books. In the most famous case, Sylvia Beach, an American expatriate who ran an English language bookstore in Paris, published James Joyce’s *Ulysses* in Paris in 1922. No American or British publisher dared print it. At first, New York booksellers imported copies, apparently unnoticed by the Customs and Post Office censors operating under the Comstock Act. Shortly thereafter, Beach and her associates, including a prominent New York attorney and a young Ernest Hemingway, had to smuggle copies into the country, just like forbidden spirits. By the end of the year, U.S. authorities were seizing every copy they could find and, after the Solicitor of the Post Office declared them obscene, burning them. British officials soon followed suit. To be sure, the size of the black market for obscene books, even ones with little literary merit, was nothing like that for liquor, gambling, and drugs. Organized crime did not participate, and the police did not feel the same pressures.

Importantly, however, the obscenity laws did not reach readers and viewers. The police limited their enforcement actions to distributors. They did not search homes and automobiles for forbidden books, even before the Supreme Court held in *Stanley v. Georgia* that states could not forbid the private consumption at home of even legally obscene materials by adults.

Other countries, of course, have more vigorously regulated what their citizens can read or see, on political grounds. In authoritarian countries as diverse as Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union in the twentieth century and China, Turkey, and Cuba today, police have arrested producers, distributors, and consumers of works that diverge from the party line. Often, those arrested
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have been subject to severe penalties.\textsuperscript{211} Yet even the Soviet Union with its secret police and labor camps could not completely suppress dissident opinions, which circulated in self-published \textit{samizdat} editions.\textsuperscript{212}

The modern critics of pornography may object that this history is mostly beside the point. They are less concerned with dirty books, magazines, pictures, and movies. Their concern is with pornography on the Internet, which they claim is more harmful than traditional materials.\textsuperscript{213} The accuracy of these claims is beyond the scope of this Article. Assuming they can persuade legislatures and courts to adopt a more aggresive prohibition of at least Internet pornography, however, the prohibition problem would remain.

Internet censorship is both easier and harder than traditional censorship. As China has shown, an authoritarian government can very effectively control the Internet in its own country. A free country cannot. China uses a variety of legal and technical strategies to create its “Golden Shield,” which is “a giant mechanism of censorship and surveillance that blocks tens of thousands of websites deemed inimical to the Communist Party’s narrative and control, including Facebook, Twitter and even Instagram.”\textsuperscript{214} Some of the techniques are technical, such as “DNS poisoning,” which makes it impossible to find a site’s correct Internet address.\textsuperscript{215} Others are regulatory. For example, China restricts foreign companies from publishing online content in China or bans them from operating there altogether.\textsuperscript{216} As the \textit{New York Times} reported recently:

\begin{quote}
Over the past decade, China has blocked Google, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, as well as thousands of other foreign websites, including The New York Times and Chinese Wikipedia. A plethora of Chinese websites emerged to serve the same functions—though they came with a heavy dose of censorship.\textsuperscript{217}
\end{quote}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{211} Id. at 6.
\item \textsuperscript{213} See supra text accompanying notes 6–18.
\item \textsuperscript{216} Id.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
This technique has worked, per the Times:

Many young people in China have little idea what Google, Twitter or Facebook are, creating a gulf with the rest of the world. And, accustomed to the homegrown apps and online services, many appear uninterested in knowing what has been censored online, allowing Beijing to build an alternative value system that competes with Western liberal democracy.\(^{218}\)

China relies on Internet sites to censor themselves and their posters. Chinese officials cultivate a perception that users are being watched and may be arrested for what they say online. This creates a chilling effect on speech, of course, which is reinforced by actual arrests and imprisonments, especially of journalists.\(^{219}\)

These are only a handful of techniques that China uses to create what critics call the Great Firewall of China.\(^{220}\) The full array of techniques is beyond the scope of this Article. Suffice it to say that the techniques generally work,\(^{221}\) and China actively encourages other illiberal governments to use them.\(^{222}\)

By contrast, effective censorship is far more difficult in free countries. Even if prominent websites are inclined, required, or bullied into censoring themselves, other sites will serve the demand for content that people want. These sites may not even be in the same country. Blocking them, as China does, is a massive undertaking, and is not the type of thing that free countries do. Free countries do not spy on their citizens or monitor what they watch or read, particularly in their homes. In the United States, *Stanley v. Georgia* specifically forbids it.\(^{223}\)

---

\(^{218}\) Id.


\(^{220}\) See generally JAMES GRIFFITHS, THE GREAT FIREWALL OF CHINA: HOW TO BUILD AND CONTROL AN ALTERNATIVE VERSION OF THE INTERNET (2019).

\(^{221}\) These techniques are not completely effective, according to senior China researcher at Human Rights Watch. See Maya Wang, China’s Bumbling Police State, WALL STREET J., Dec. 27, 2018, at A15.

\(^{222}\) Denyer, supra note 214.

\(^{223}\) There is one key exception: child pornography. Consumers of child pornography can be punished, even if they view it in the privacy of their own home. U.S. v. Ferber, 458 U.S. 747 (1982). Child pornography is unprotected not because it is obscene. Indeed, the definition of child pornography is far broader than the definition of obscenity, \(id.\) at 764–65, and properly so. The harm here is well-defined: a nasty form of child abuse. \(id.\) at 758–59. The rationale behind the Court’s treatment of it is that the only effective way to combat this exploitation of minors is to cut off the demand. \(id.\) at 759–60. While this is no doubt a worthy objective, it comes at considerable cost. Police have necessarily had to resort to online sting operations, search and seizure of suspects’ hard drives and other practices that mimic the Chinese regime. See, e.g., United States v. Williams, 553 U.S. 285 (2008) (possession of child pornography conviction after Secret Service sting operation led to
III. LESSON THREE: THE FIRST AMENDMENT/LIBERAL DEMOCRACY PROBLEM

A. The New Anti-Pornography Movement

It is not clear exactly what the new anti-pornography crusaders want. They may seek a new, broader definition of obscenity to attack the pornography that they describe. As we saw in Part I, the Supreme Court’s decisions limit the legal prohibition of pornography to a narrow definition of “obscenity.”224 Even under Miller, the “redeeming social value” element protects any material, no matter how erotic or explicit, if taken as a whole, it has social value.225 Yet Miller’s social value prong would not save the new Internet pornography, at least if it is just one sex scene after another, as the critics claim.226 The famous Indianapolis ordinance drafted by Professor MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin, on the other hand, did go far beyond the Miller definition.227 Even so, the Miller definition includes a lot of the material targeted by the ordinance.

They may also want greater enforcement of the state statutes that Miller already permits,228 along with a new federal statute directed to the problem of Internet pornography. Some criticize Stanley v. Georgia and Butler v. Michigan, asserting that even in their homes adults should be limited to reading and viewing only what is fit for minors, lest it ultimately find its way to children.229 The control of Internet pornography, which they find most disturbing, would

224 See discussion supra Part I.

225 Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 37 (1973). The Miller formulation actually says “serious” value, but in practice courts have wisely avoided becoming literary critics of fiction or peer reviewers of scholarship—if the challenged work as a whole is more than just sex scenes, that suffices. Id. at 34.

226 Bradley, supra note 2, at 470–71.


228 Recall that what is legally obscene varies across the country. Under Miller, prurience and offensiveness are determined per local community standards, as interpreted by local juries in cases brought by local prosecutors. Miller, 413 U.S. at 30. While there are strict states to which distributors of adult materials will not send their wares, there are also lenient jurisdictions. See VOLOKH, supra note 128.

require new federal provisions that mimic the Chinese techniques for controlling Internet content. These draconian measures are probably necessary for the effective prohibition of pornography, although the history of censorship in even police states suggests they might not suffice.

Any measures that go beyond the enactment and enforcement of the laws *Miller* already permits, however, are incompatible with basic First Amendment principles and, even more important, liberal democracy itself.

**B. The Frontal Attack on the First Amendment**

As we saw in Part I, the Supreme Court’s approach to obscenity was not to balance the alleged social harms from pornography against the norm of free expression. Rather, it has avoided that inquiry by holding that obscenity historically was not protected under the First Amendment, and therefore could be proscribed without considering its possible harms, which were and still are contested.230 As Professor Kalven predicted in 1960, this approach logically requires a very narrow definition of obscenity.231

In theory, however, even “protected expression” not included in the *Miller* definition could be restricted if the restriction passes “strict scrutiny.” To do so, it would have to be narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest. It is hard to see how a new anti-pornography statute could pass this test, assuming that the Court would actually apply it at all. The lower courts assume that in the areas carefully defined as exceptions to the protections of the First Amendment—such as libel, fighting words, true threats, and obscenity—"operate within their own framework, and do fine without any sort of strict scrutiny."232

What is new in the current anti-pornography arguments is the claim that pornography alters users’ attitudes. Conservatives are no longer content merely to claim it corrupts morals; they now argue that it alters the entire moral tone of society. Put bluntly, the harm they cite is that they must live in a society that they do not like. Anti-pornography feminists claim it alters attitudes about the proper status of women, insidiously persuading men—and probably women too—that women should be subject to men and their desires.233 They argue that
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230 See discussion supra Part I.
231 Kalven, Jr., supra note 56, at 25.
233 See, e.g., Evangelia Papadaki, Feminist Perspectives on Objectification, in STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY 1, 10 (2018) (“Pornography, according to MacKinnon, makes women’s sexuality into
its ultimate message is that women exist to serve and please men. Professor MacKinnon goes further: “Pornography is not imagery in some relation to a reality already constructed. It is not a distortion, reflection, projection, fantasy, representation or symbol either. It is a sexual reality.”

The MacKinnon/Dworkin ordinance thus defined pornography as the “graphic sexually explicit subordination of women, whether in pictures or in words,” provided that it included at least one of six features. While some were quite specific, others were not. The last feature was especially vague: the presentation of women as “sexual objects” for “exploitation, possession or use,” or in “postures or positions of servility or submission.” The ordinance did not require that a work be viewed as a whole. Specific sections were enough. Nor did it matter if the work had social value. As Professor MacKinnon wrote, “if a woman is subjected, why should it matter that the work has other value?”

When challenged in court in the 1985 case American Booksellers Ass’n v. Hudnut, the City of Indianapolis and various amici defended these features on the grounds “that pornography influences attitudes, and the statute is a way to alter the socialization of men and women rather than to vindicate community standards of offensiveness.” As Judge Easterbrook’s opinion noted, “works from James Joyce’s Ulysses to Homer’s Iliad . . . depict women as submissive objects for conquest and domination.” A great deal of women’s literature does, too, from romance novels to “mommy porn” like the Fifty Shades novels and movies.

“something any man who wants to can buy and hold in his hands. . . . She becomes something to be used by him, specifically, an object of his sexual use.”

Id. (“Similarly, Dworkin talks about men being the only ‘human center’ of the world, surrounded by objects for use, including women. A man experiences his power, according to Dworkin, in using objects, both inanimate objects and ‘persons who are not adult men.’”).


Id. at 324–25.


771 F.2d at 325.

Id.

See, e.g., Mark Hughes, Review – ‘Fifty Shades Of Grey’ Is Abusive Gender Roles Disguised as Faux-Feminism, FORBES (Feb. 13, 2015, 5:12 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/markhughes/2015/02/13/review-fifty-shades-of-grey-is-abusive-gender-roles-disguised-as-faux-feminism/#43fed3071efe (“Women submitting to men, women’s narratives as subservient to men’s narratives – even male supporting characters – isn’t new, nor is it a radical concept to portray women as sex objects for men. The film seems to think that noting women can experience sexual gratification sometimes while playing typical subservient roles to male gratification is some kind of empowering message.”).
As Judge Easterbrook and a good many commentators have observed, the arguments for the ordinance are nothing less than a frontal assault on the First Amendment. As then-Professor Kagan put it, the socialization rationale “rebels against the very core” of First Amendment doctrine “by accepting the government’s power to suppress viewpoints as such whenever the viewpoints are thought to cause some requisite harm.”

This is clearly correct. As Justice Jackson wrote in the famous flag salute case: “If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other matters of opinion or force citizens to confess by word or faith their faith therein.” The Court has made the same point in numerous other cases. As we have seen, Justice Brennan emphasized this very point in *Roth*. Justice Stewart relied on it when New York tried to censor the movie version of *Lady Chatterley’s Lover* because, per its highest court, it portrayed adultery “as being right and desirable for certain people under certain circumstances.” In doing so, the “State, quite simply, . . . struck at the very heart of constitutionally protected liberty, the First Amendment’s basic guarantee . . . of the freedom to advocate ideas.” And it did not matter that these ideas were, as New York asserted, immoral, sinful, or even illegal, for the “guarantee is not confined to the expression of ideas that are conventional or shared by a majority.” It protects advocacy of adultery “no less than advocacy of socialism or the single tax.”

Significantly, these principles would also doom the conservative argument that pornography not only corrupts the morals of its consumers, but also injures the moral tone of society, which the state legitimately may shape. As Professor Gerard Bradley puts it, in words similar to those of Professor MacKinnon, “[w]e are not the authors of all that we think and believe”—to some extent, we are all
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244 Kagan, supra note 243, at 880.


246 See discussion supra Section I.B.


248 Id. at 688.

249 Id. at 688–89.

250 Id. at 689.
“the products of our culture.”251 Since culture affects everyone, society may use the law to make “this inescapable common force a wholesome one.”252

Like Professor MacKinnon, these critics also attribute to pornography a power that other forms of persuasion supposedly lack. The argument from both, apparently, is that pornography is too persuasive. This stems from the fact that it stirs up feelings and emotions, rather than making rational arguments.

Put together, these arguments prove far too much. For one thing, a great deal of expression, including political speech on important public issues, appeals more to emotion than to reason. Appeals to fear, reactions of anger, and “outrage” have for better or (probably) worse, been part of our public discourse since the time of George Washington.253 The First Amendment necessarily protects not only the content of what we express, but how we express it. The flag burning case is the most obvious example.254

Most importantly, as Judge Easterbrook concluded, “[a]ny rationale we could imagine in support of [the Indianapolis] ordinance could not be limited to sex discrimination.”255 The same is true of the arguments from Professor Bradley and others that the government can ban pornography to maintain the moral tone of our society. If so, what expression might the government not ban? What
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252 Id.

253 Washington’s decision not to seek reelection in 1796 was due in large part to the slanderous claims against him by his political opponents. He had been vilified, in his words, “in such exaggerated terms as could scarcely be applied to a Nero; a notorious defaulter; or even a common pick-pocket.” GORDON S. WOOD, EMPIRE OF LIBERTY: A HISTORY OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC, 1789–1815, at 206 (2009). Newspapers supporting the emerging political parties made wild accusations against their opponents. Federalist papers called Republicans “filthy Jacobins” and “monsters of sedition,” while Republican papers referred to Federalists as “Tory monarchists” and “British-loving aristocrats.” Id. at 256; see also JOHN C. MILLER, THE FEDERALIST ERA, 1789–1801, at 233 (1960) (“In their efforts to turn the Washington and Adams Administrations out of office, Republican journalists had freely used lies, canards, and misrepresentations; nothing was too scurrilous to serve as grist for their propaganda mills”). This hysteria was not limited to the founding eras divisions over the French Revolution. The Russian Revolution of 1917 engendered the “Red Scare” of 1919–1920, see ROBERT H. FERRELL, WOODROW WILSON AND WORLD WAR I, 1917–1921, at 210–12 (1985). There was another “Red Scare” following World War II, featuring the House Un-American Activities Committee and Joseph McCarthy. See JAMES T. PATTERSON, GRAND EXPECTATIONS: THE UNITED STATES, 1945–1974, at 179–205 (1996).

254 See generally Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397 (1989) (holding that the physical act of flag burning is protected speech under the First Amendment); Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971) (overturning conviction for disturbing the peace by wearing a jacket bearing the words “Fuck the Draft” in a courthouse corridor).

banner may it not require us to salute? These arguments are nothing less than a frontal attack on the First Amendment.256

C. The Challenge to Privacy

Regardless of the definition of obscenity, the increased enforcement of laws directed against pornography on the Internet would entail an unheard-of level of intrusion by the police into the American home. This new prohibition cannot be achieved merely by forbidding legitimate companies from providing pornographic content or hosting pornographic websites, or by disallowing individuals to seek out such content or websites. This is the lesson from Prohibition and the unending War on Drugs: if legitimate businesses will not provide what people want, criminals will. If the country really is “pornified” or “awash in a sea of pornography,”257 the demand for Internet pornography should finance a huge black market.258

As in the other prohibitions, consumers will have to work harder to find the product. Just as drinkers could no longer walk into a saloon or liquor store to slake their thirst, consumers of illegal pornography will have to find suppliers. They will find them on the dark web, where we can be sure that virtual speakeasies will spring up to serve them.259 We can also be sure that law enforcement will seek intrusive new ways to deal with this threat to the law.

If, as some now urge, the Court were to over turn Stanley v. Georgia and allow state and federal laws to forbid viewing obscene materials in the home, enforcers will surely push for new ways to surveil suspects in their homes. The technology already exists to do so. Hackers already know how to access the hard drives of private computers. They can also break into home Wi-Fi networks and access any cameras homeowners use in their security systems, baby monitors, or digital assistants.260 Apple had to fix a bug in its FaceTime video chat

256 Both groups also make less sweeping arguments, based on more specific harms from pornography. These are beyond the scope of this Article. Briefly, though, the evidence that pornography is addictive and that it leads to sex crimes and violence against women, for example, continue to be fiercely contested. See discussion supra Part I. Professor Bradley even admits that “it is undeniable that we are awash in a sea of pornography as never before, and yet there is no corresponding rise in the rates of sex offenses.” Bradley, supra note 2, at 484.
257 Id.
258 Id.
259 Or they may simply obtain pornographic DVDs to play in their homes. As with the War on Drugs, this will lead to more searches of private homes, especially in poor neighborhoods.
software that allowed one user in a group chat to listen and view another person while the recipient’s device was still ringing.261 Similar software could easily be used by law enforcement to surveil citizens through their smartphones and tablets.

After the law enforcement’s experience with wiretaps since the 1920s, can anyone doubt that the enforcers of new anti-pornography laws will seek warrants to use this new technology to “tap” the devices of the consumers of outlawed materials? Only *Stanley v. Georgia* stands in their way, and the new anti-pornography activists already have it in their sights. This would be the first step in bringing the nascent Chinese surveillance state to the United States. Worse, the underlying drive to employ censorship and surveillance to “alter the socialization of men and women” presents an existential challenge to liberal democracy itself.

**D. The Challenge to Liberal Democracy**

Frontal attacks on the First Amendment are no longer uncommon. Their basic theme is that the Amendment should not stand in the way of desirable social policies to ensure equality,262 or morality,263 or public health.264 What’s so important about it anyway?

Free expression is essential to liberal democracy. A truly democratic government is impossible without it. Voters cannot choose without information on candidates and issues, which is available only when expression is free. Authoritarian governments rely on propaganda and censorship, so that the party line is the only one available. Even if they permit elections with competing candidates, as such notable current autocracies as Russia, Turkey, and Venezuela do, the deck is so stacked in favor of the dominant side that it always wins.

A healthy civil society also requires free expression outside the political realm, for liberal democracy is more than just a form of government. It is also the way that free societies form their culture, including the moral environment
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263 See supra note 2.

264 See supra text accompanying notes 5–21 (detailing new public health rationale for suppression of pornography).
that both the social conservatives and feminists would like to control. As Ronald Dworkin cogently argued:

[T]he question of who shall have the power to help shape that environment, and how, is of fundamental importance. Only one answer is consistent with the ideals of political equality: that no one may be prevented from influencing the shared moral environment, through his own private choices, tastes, opinions, and examples, just because these tastes or opinions disgust those who have the power to shut him up or lock him up.265

Civil society and everyday life in a liberal democracy take shape from the free activities of its citizens in business, the arts, literature, religion, learning, and every other aspect of its culture. As Dworkin wrote, its society is not dictated by its government or by any elect group, but by the myriad interactions of free people in a pluralistic society, all in the pursuit of their own happiness as they understand it. The primary driver of social change in a free society is the people, not the government. There is no established faith, whether religious or ideological, to which everyone must adhere. There is no mandatory lifestyle, no monolithic culture. The shape of society is not imposed from above, but bubbles up from the myriad activities of its diverse, independent, free people.266

The protection of privacy, especially in the home, and the general freedom from search and surveillance are also vital parts of liberal society, flowing naturally from its basic nature. Even a free society, however, must have a criminal justice system and effective law enforcement has to be weighed against privacy interests. In the United States, of course, the Fourth Amendment with its presumption of privacy provides the legal frame for this balancing.

A full defense of liberal democracy as the best form of a society like this one is beyond the scope of this Article. But compare it to the “communitarian” alternatives, past and present, of both the left and the right and their institutions—the Inquisition and Index, the Gestapo, the NKVD, the concentration and “reeducation” camps of Soviet Russia and Mao’s China—or to the array of authoritarian, communal countries of the present century, from the Islamic Republic of Iran to today’s China. All attempted to impose by


266 A liberal democracy may, of course, regulate conduct. It need not be narrowly libertarian, and it is not inconsistent with a generous welfare state. Franklin Roosevelt (“four essential freedoms”) was a liberal, too. William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt: Life in Brief, MILLER CTR., https://millercenter.org/president/fdroosevelt/life-in-brief (last visited Mar. 26, 2019). But a liberal state regulates only conduct, not expression and thought. Expression can only be limited in exigent circumstances to prevent imminent harms.
surveillance and coercion a monolithic religious or ideological view of their society’s moral universe.267

Finally, consider the realities of the United States. Liberal democracy is the only viable form of society for a country this large and diverse. There can be, and are, many communities here, but no one is compelled to belong to any one of them. A liberal society is not just a virtue. It is a necessity. Over 325 million people, of different races, religions, political beliefs, backgrounds, ethnicities, interests, and backgrounds cannot be “socialized” by legal coercion without civil strife or worse.

The United States is and always has been a liberal republic. It quickly became a liberal democracy. To be sure, many illiberal things have occurred in America. The history of censorship sketched above is just one example; Prohibition is another. Slavery, of course, was the worst. But the founding principles of the new republic, as expressed in the Declaration of Independence and implemented in the new state constitutions of the revolutionary period and the federal Constitution, were liberal.269 The Religion Clauses of the First Amendment kept the new government out of the business of dictating the moral life of the nation through an established church.270 Even before the Amendment was ratified, George Washington assured minority congregations of their religious freedom.271 Out of the strife surrounding the short-lived Sedition Act of 1798272 came “a profound national commitment to the principle that debate


269 Feldman, supra note 268, at 14–23.

270 See John Witte, Jr. & Joel A. Nichols, Religion and the American Constitutional Experiment 41–105 (4th ed. 2016). At the same time, the Religion Clauses avoided the strife over which church would be the established one; the religious wars of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, see id. at 13–15, would not be repeated in the new republic.

271 Letter from George Washington to the Hebrew Congregation in Newport, Rhode Island (Aug. 18, 1790), in George Washington: Writings 766, 767 (John Rhodehamel ed., 1997) (“All possess alike liberty of conscience” because “happily, the Government of the United States . . . gives to bigotry no sanction, to persecution no assistance”); Letter from George Washington to the United Baptist Churches of Virginia (May 1789), in id. at 738, 739 (“[E]very man . . . ought to be protected in worshipping the Deity according to the dictates of his own conscience.”).

on public issues should be uninhibited, robust and wide open.” 273 Alexis de Tocqueville had to come to America to study democracy. 274 It did not exist anywhere else. Abraham Lincoln could credibly claim the Civil War was fought so that the nation would have “a new birth of freedom” and that “government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.” 275 Only a liberal democracy meets that iconic description.

CONCLUSION

When I was an undergraduate, I attended a program at which Paul Goodman, a prominent social critic of the 1960s, spoke. I have forgotten all he said with one exception that I have carried with me and held dear for over fifty years: “No one understands America who hasn’t heard a six-year-old, arguing with his mother over bedtime, say, ‘It’s a free country, and I don’t have to if I don’t want to.’” It is still a free country, but there is never any guarantee that a liberal democracy will endure. In the course of human history, liberal institutions were a relatively late development. They are not inevitable. They must be built—and maintained.

This is particularly true in the digital age. The telescreen in Orwell’s 1984, the two-way television that allowed everyone to be surveilled in their own home, is no longer mere science fiction. The technology now exists to create it. 276 We can now FaceTime with Big Brother. The calls for new and more effective restrictions on Internet pornography must be evaluated against the background of this new technology and the history of prior prohibitions, and particularly of the prior history of censorship.

The lessons from history are three. First, the definition problem is intractable. Obscenity cannot be defined with any satisfactory degree of clarity. It is inherently vague. Worse, expanding the current definition of obscenity would necessarily impose the views of one group of society on others. Second, many of those who currently view pornography on the Internet will look for ways to continue to do so, regardless of laws which they will regard as silly and puritanical at best, and oppressive and discriminatory at worst. Virtual
speakeasies on the dark web will spring up to meet this demand. Third, police will push to use the new digital surveillance technology to enforce the new laws, just as they did during Prohibition, and the legal system will probably let them.

The thesis of this Article is simple. Even if Internet pornography has all the ill effects that its critics assert, the appropriate remedy in this liberal democracy cannot be censorship. The remedy for this speech is more speech, not legal repression.